
Innovative
swimming pools

GROUNDBREAKING CONCRETE
POOL TECHNOLOGY



S-POOL’s patented pool design is rapidly transforming the concrete 
pool industry, combining innovative Israeli technology with US-standard 
manufacturing. 

S-POOL has revolutionized the installation process, shortening it from 
months to just days. 

S-POOL provides transparency, reliability and efficiency during every 
stage of the fabrication process and personal support at the client’s 
home throughout installation. 

S-POOL is expanding its global footprint, by licensing its patented 
technology, enabling customers around the world to enjoy the benefits.

If you’d like to become part of our global success story,
we’d love to hear from you.





MANUFACTURED IN FACTORY*
1-30 DAYS

DELIVERED TO CUSTOMERS
A FEW HOURS

INSTALLED AND READY-TO-USE
1-2 DAYS 

*Production capacity for inventory and immediate supply



Revolution in the concrete pools market
S-POOL specializes in pre-manufacturing the entire swimming pool, pump room (as one unit) and 

accessories in the factory, delivering customers a fully finished product that is installed simply and 

quickly by crane. Thanks to our groundbreaking patented technology, innovative operational 

methods and know-how, S-POOL is transforming the global concrete pools industry with its 

ultra-convenient pool solutions.

Next generation off site manufacturing of
concrete pools
S-POOL’s products leave our factories fully fabricated and ready to install. This dramatically reduces 

installation time at the customer's home from months to just a few days and makes our products 

extremely relevant to existing homes and structures. Our products also cost about 30% less than 

regular concrete pools. By choosing S-POOL, customers avoid the long months of noisy, dirty and 

disruptive building work associated with conventional pool installation – enabling them to start 

swimming in their beautiful new pool sooner than they imagined.

Registered patent



Registered patent

TOP BENEFITS 

Ready-made concrete pools.

Customized features.

High precision factory production.

Large production capability – one team can produce at least 7
concrete pools a month.

Can be delivered anywhere – location is no longer an issue.

Production capacity for inventory and immediate supply.

Fast installation – only a few days, with no exposure to noise, dirt
and discomfort at the customer's home.

High quality guaranteed, thanks to strict manufacturing standards at
the factory: QA and waterproo�ng tests.

Installation above the foundations. No cracks or issues from ground
movement.

Savings of at least 30% - by dramatically reducing manpower
needed at building site.





WHY CONCRETE?

When it comes to swimming pool construction, concrete is a wonder 

material. Strong yet endlessly versatile, concrete allows you to create pools 

of any size, shape and design, with a range of surface finishes to choose 

from - giving clients the pool of their dreams. 

From a structural point of view, concrete pools have strength and durability 

that endures and can withstand most regional climatic conditions and 

temperature fluctuations, making them an excellent choice for homeowners, 

anywhere. Our pools have no cracks from ground movement and remain 

intact.

Concrete is a sustainable, environmentally friendly material with minimum 

maintenance. Installing a high-quality concrete swimming pool can also be a 

savvy investment, adding to the resale value of a home.

Strength and quality of concrete 
at a fraction of the price!



Main advantages of s-pool manufactured off site
PARAMETER                                          ADVANTAGES FOR PARTNER                                   ADVANTAGES FOR END USER

Location is no longer an issue

No need to build in client's home

No need for a construction team in
client's home

Faster and easier installation

Competitive differentiation

Easier and faster to install

Increased credibility and loyalty

Immediate supply from inventory 

Customizable - size and shape

Less inconvenience

More attractive products and company

Increased sales and market share

Less maintenance, market differentiation

Credibility  

Can be delivered anywhere

Offsite manufacturing

Manpower

Delivery and installation in
1-3 days

Withstands ground movements
and earthquakes

Machinery and accessories
already integrated/built in with the 
pool structure

Top quality and QA

Creates inventory

Flexibility 

Easy and minimal 
maintenance 

Cost reduction by 30% or more

Higher production - greater
number of pools a month

Highly durable concrete
construction

Lifetime  warranty on pool structure

  

Freedom to purchase without location limitations

No dirt and noise from construction

No need for construction workers at home
for months

No need for construction and renovation at
client's home 

Swimming pool remains intact

Saves time and working process in client's
home 

Better product

1-3 days from order to delivery

Customizable - size and shape

Less inconvenience and lower costs 

Easier to choose S-POOL

Higher trust in the company 

Better product 

Credibility  



SPECIFICATIONS INCLUDE:

•  Engineering plan for the pool & signed engineer’s authorization

•  Reinforced concrete, plaster & sealing

•  Luxury cladding

•  Pipes and accessories in the pool body, LED lights, vacuum cleaner

•  Pump room equipment: HAYWARD USA SYSTEMS (Pumps & Filter)

•  Installation of pool equipment on site. Operating the pool.

Additional Swimming Pool Options:

• Rooftop

• Sunken

• Semi-inground

• Above ground

- Any extras can be added to concrete 
pools: Jacuzzi, counter-current unit, waterfall, 
heating, chlorinator and all types of safety 
products. 

- The pools are available in different sizes 
and shapes, in accordance with restrictions on 
transportation and hoisting.



OUR PRODUCT RANGE

PREMIUM

INFINITY

PLATINUM

Custom-designed concrete, high quality 

swimming pool. The process of filtration and 

cleaning is done by skimmers.

Luxurious Infinity Pool, with the stunning 

appearance of water disappearing into the 

horizon. This model has a highly aesthetic and 

extravagant appearance.

In this prestigious model with overflow pools, the 

water level is equal to the ground level - giving 

the pool a spectacular, sharp and clean look.



OUR PRODUCT RANGE

ECOLOGICAL
A swimming pool that provides a holistic sensory experience, stimulating a source of water in 
nature. Eco-friendly, it has a non-chemical purification process. It is divided into two areas: an 
area designated for swimming and pleasure, and a water purification area.

THERAPEUTIC
Exercising in water is considered an excellent method of rehabilitation – improving movement 
and strengthening balance and posture. The physical properties of the water, such as its 
pleasantness, temperature, ability to calm the body, form the basis for the effectiveness of 
water treatments. When the body is in water its weight is reduced, as is the load on the joints.

TODDLER
A toddler pool is the perfect place for toddlers. Its low water levels allow movement and give 
toddlers plenty of security.

EXERCISE
Swimming systems which go against the current, creating simulations of swimming and 
training in a small pool area. By producing strong water streams, they simulate swimming 
conditions in open water.



PUMP ROOM

S-POOL specializes in pre-manufacturing the entire swimming pool and 
pump room (as one unit) and accessories in the factory, delivering 
customers a fully-finished product that is easily and rapidly installed.



FINISHES
The stairs play a central role in the design of the pool. S-POOL's technology gives you a variety of options for placing the stairs in various areas of the pool.
.



MOSAICS 
Cladding: Ceramic, PVC, Marble, Mosaic, Painted - giving the pool a rich, colorful, clean and sharp look. 



Neve Yamin, 52 Habrosh Street, 4492000 Israel 

Tel: +972 9779 0890   Cell:+ 972 528-528-582   sp@poolsp.com   www.poolsp.com
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